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Gallery Walk (Primary school) was held on Saturday, 
2nd September 2023.   
Gallery Walk is a strategy held every year at AGS, Gurga-
on, wherein students of primary school showcase  
learning to their parents. They demonstrate how they 
are developing the attributes of the IB learner profile. 
Students display understanding of the elements of the 
IB Primary Years Programme (IBPYP) during the Gallery 
Walk - knowledge, approaches to learning(skills),      
concepts and actions based on learning from the begin-
ning of the academic year, 2023-24, in their present 
grade. 



The young Communicators  

using thinking skills  through   

reflection and metacognition 



We know how 

to learn inde-

pendently and 

with others. 

Reflective students showcasing learning with           

enthusiasm—portfolios, goals set for the year,         

engagements and play way  method 



Young open-minded  

learners  shared strategies 

and classroom routines 

with commitment to grow 

from the experience 



Thinkers and Inquirers 

acting and reflecting, 

in the process of their 

presentations to their 



Balanced and Principled  

students demonstrating 

confidence and            

responsibility by being 

organised and resilient 



Being Reflective and Risk-takers:         
Gallery Walk provides an opportunity for 
children to demonstrate independence 
and responsibility for their own learning. 
They share with parents learning through 
activities and work samples from     
different subject areas.  



Caring and Knowledgeable students demonstrated and 

engaged in sharing conceptual  understandings learnt 

across disciplines 



Encouragement from Parents to feed forward…. What part of 

the Gallery Walk did you like the most and why? 

 The way kids were involved enthusiastically in the process. 

They were prepared to present their learnings with               

confidence. 

 Variation of subjects is what I liked the most, as it demonstrat-

ed the range of knowledge the child is gaining 

 Details and methodology 

 It’s difficult to pick one, each section had wonderful infor-

mation to offer. 

 Implementation of ATLs in everything they learn. 

 I liked the presentation and glad how my child showed pres-

ence of mind when asked questions 

 Explanation of IB profile attributes and concepts of different 

subjects was incredible. Very impressed. 

 The inquiry cycle and student-teacher questions. 

 Its difficult to say, as I liked each and every part; clarity of con-

cepts in the unit of inquiry 

 We liked all of it.  

 The whole process, confidence displayed by my child. 

 The atmosphere for learning for everyone to see.  

 The child taking the lead in explaining things and students and 

teacher taking pride in it. 

“What we learn with pleasure we never forget”  

— Alfred Mercier  


